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Showa 1926-1939
a History of Japan

shegeru mizuki, translated by zach davisson

A FAsCinAting period in JApAnese history explored by A 

mAster oF mAngA

Showa 1926 - 1939: A History of Japan is the first volume of shigeru 

mizuki’s meticulously researched historical portrait of twentieth-century 

Japan. this volume deals with the period leading up to World War ii, a 

time of high unemployment and other economic hardships caused by 

the great depression. mizuki’s photo-realist style effortlessly brings to 

life the Japan of the 1920s and 1930s, depicting bustling city streets and 

abandoned graveyards with equal ease.

When the showa era began, mizuki himself was just a few years old, so 

his earliest memories coincide with the earliest events of the time. With 

his trusty narrator Rat Man, mizuki brings history into the realm of the 

personal, making it palatable, and indeed compelling, for young audiences 

as well as more mature readers. As he describes the militarization that 

leads up to World War ii, mizuki’s stance toward war is thoughtful and 

often downright critical-his portrayal of the nanjing massacre clearly 

paints the incident (a disputed topic within Japan) as an atrocity. 

mizuki’s Showa 1926 - 1939 is a beautifully told history that tracks how 

technological developments and the country’s shifting economic stability 

had a role in shaping Japan’s foreign policy in the early twentieth century.

“A powerful, maddening and at times bitterly funny war story — a revealing 

look at World War ii from the opposite side.” – dan Kois, NPR

“shigeru mizuki is one of Japan’s greatest illustrators, a master of both 

realism and manga.” – The Globe and Mail 

Born in 1922 in Sakaiminato, tottori, shigeru mizuki is a specialist in stories of okai 

and is considered a master of the genre. He is a member of the Japanese Society 

of Cultural anthropology, and has traveled to more than sixty countries to engage 

in fieldwork of the yokai and spirits of different cultures. His work has been pub-

lished in Japan, South Korea, France, Spain, taiwan, and Italy, and he was the first 

manga-ka to win the grand prize at the angoulême International Comics Festival, 

europe’s highest prize for comics.
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woman rebel
the Margaret Sanger Story
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peter bagge

the AlternAtive-ComiCs mAster oFFers An indelible And 

idiosynCrAtiC tAKe on the protoFeminist 

peter bagge is famous for his slacker character Buddy Bradley and, 

more recently, for his contributions to the libertarian magazine reason. 

margaret sanger was a noted nineteenth-century birth activist, as well 

as an educator, a nurse, a mother, and a founder of planned parenthood. 

Woman Rebel by peter bagge would seem to be an improbable pairing 

in content and in form, but sanger’s life takes on a whole new vivacity as 

bagge creates an adoring, fast-paced biography of this trailblazing woman 

whose legacy is still incredibly relevant and inspiring.

drawn in full color with an extensive bibliography and an introduction 

by the journalist tom spurgeon of the Comics Reporter, Woman Rebel 

showcases bagge’s signature cartoony, rubbery style and potent sense of 

humor, as well as his respect for the precedent-setting political and social 

maverick. in a style jampacked with fact and fun, bagge charts sanger’s 

life, from her impoverished childhood in rural new york to her brief formal

education, from her work in the lower east side tenements to her 

involvement with the burgeoning birth-movement. bagge has created 

the most accessible sanger biography ever; Woman Rebel is perfect for 

introducing this vanguard of the women’s rights movement to a whole 

new generation of readers.

prAise For peter bAgge

“bagge is an indie star, famous for his wonderfully elastic cartooning style 

and punk-inflected comedies.” – roger sabin, The Observer

“peter bagge is one of the best comic storytellers ever.” – Vice

peter bagge is the Harvey award-winning author of the acclaimed nineties 

alternative-comic series Hate, starring slacker hero Buddy Bradley, and a regular 

contributor to reason magazine. a graduate of the School of Visual arts in new 

york City, he got his start in comics in the r. Crumb-edited magazine weirdo. 

Bagge lives in Seattle with his wife, Joanne, their daughter, and three cats.

- national Publicity 

- author tour
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leanne shapton

ethereAl illustrAtions expAnd on A NeW YORk TiMeS series by An

ACClAimed Author And Artist

 

Sunday Night Movies features leanne shapton’s watercolors of resonant 

moments in black-and-white cinema. selecting a brief fragment of each 

chosen film, she creates an indelible image that is both a hand-painted 

movie still and a personal response to a fleeting celluloid moment.

together, the seventy-eight paintings create a valentine to the world 

of cinema. shapton’s journey through film history becomes a wistful 

celebration of the subtle moments in stories, which can often slip by 

unnoticed. What could be a simple title, still life, or portrait of an actor 

becomes both illusive and allusive through the medium of these personal 

paintings.

shapton’s bestselling petit livre book The Native Trees of Canada took a 

decades-old government catalogue and reimagined it, employing bold 

colors and stark shapes to represent familiar trees in their majestic glory. 

the book was a sleeper hit and went through multiple printings. With 

Sunday Night Movies she brings her love of film to light, and the effect is 

restrained and fanciful, familiar and all new.

prAise For leAnne shApton

“[Swimming Studies] is brilliant, eccentric and moving-an immersion in  

a life.” – The Guardian

“pointillistic and quietly profound.” - The New York Times

“leanne shapton is one of the most broadly creative and gifted people at 

work today; a true artist, both visual and verbal.” -david rakoff, author of 

Half-empty
 

leanne shapton is an illustrator, author, and publisher based in new york City. She 

is the cofounder, with the photographer Jason Fulford, of J&l Books. She has been 

the art director of the National Post ‘s avenue page and weekly news magazine, 

and from 2008 to 2009 she was also the art director for the New York Times op-ed 

page. Shapton is the author of five previous books: Toronto; Was She Pretty? ; 

Important Artifacts and Personal Property from the Collection of Lenore Doolan 

and Harold Morris, Including Books, Street Fashion, and Jewelry; Native Trees of 

Canada; and a memoir, Swimming Studies.

Sunday night Movies
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anders nilsen

A Wise And Funny ColleCtion oF modern-dAy pArAbles About 

the ties betWeen humAns And their gods

imagine you are poseidon at the dawn of the twenty-first century. the 

oceans are dying and sailors have long since stopped paying tribute. they 

just don’t need you anymore. What do you do? perhaps, seeking answers, 

you go exploring. maybe you end up in Wisconsin and discover the 

pleasures of the iced latte. And then, perhaps, everything goes wrong.

Anders nilsen, the author of Big Questions and Don’t Go Where i Can’t 

Follow, explores questions like these in his newest work, a darkly funny 

meditation on religion and faith with a modern twist. Rage of Poseidon 

brings all the philosophical depth of nilsen’s earlier work to bear on 

contemporary society, asking how a twenty-first-century child might 

respond to being sacrificed on a mountaintop, and probing the role gods 

like venus and bacchus might have in the world of today. nilsen works in a 

unique style for these short stories, distilling individual moments in black 

silhouette on a spare white background. Above all, though, he immerses 

us seamlessly in a world where gods and humans are more alike than not, 

forcing us to recognize the humor in our (and their) desperation.

Rage of Poseidon is devastating, insightful, and beautifully hewn; it’s a wry 

triumph in an all-new style from a masterful artist.

prAise For Anders nilsen

“[Big Questions is] a sprawling, uncanny work about fate and death whose 

stakes spiral upward while its scope remains confined to a few small 

creatures’ territory.” – The New York Times

“nilsen offers an expansive, imaginative anthropomorphic tour de force . . . 

in this beautiful, elegiac saga.” – The Miami Herald
 

Anders nilsen is an award-winning cartoonist and visual artist. He is the author of 

several books, including Don’t Go Where I Can’t Follow and the magnum opus Big 

Questions, for which he was awarded the 2012 lynd ward Graphic novel Prize by 

the Pennsylvania Center for the Book and the Ignatz award, and was nominated for 

the top prize at the Angoulême International Comics Festival. nilsen’s works have 

been translated into a number of languages, and he has exhibited his drawing and 

painting internationally. He lives and works in Minneapolis.

- Select author events 

- national Publicity
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Beautiful darkness

Fabien vehlmann and  kerascoËt,  
translated by helge dascher

A dArK FAiry tAle About surviving the humAn experienCe

Aurora’s having a tea party with hector, the prince she’s been dreaming 

about, when a sudden deluge forces them to take shelter elsewhere. they 

emerge from the skull of a dead girl into the woods at night and find 

themselves among a crowd of tiny people, all of whom are milling about. 

Aurora quickly takes charge of the situation, and at first things seem to be 

going well for most of her friends. despite a few injuries and deaths and a 

lot of hunger, they forage successfully and befriend a mouse that lives in 

the neighborhood. but as time goes by, more and more of the little people 

begin to lose hope, turning against one another in brutal ways.

Beautiful Darkness is a harrowing look at the human psyche and the 

darkness that hides behind the routine politeness and meaningless  

kindness of civilized society. the sweet faces and bright leaves of 

Kerascoët’s joyful watercolors only serve to highlight the evil that dwells 

beneath, as characters allow their pettiness, greed, and jealousy to take 

over. Beautiful Darkness presents a bleak allegory on the human condition; 

Kerascoët’s and Fabien vehlmann’s work is a searing condemnation 

of our vast capacity for evil writ tiny.

prAise For KerAsCoët

“[Kerascoët’s] drawings . . . are beyond fantastic, and words can’t do them 

justice anyhow.” – John martz, Drawn

“richly detailed full-color art offers both humor and pathos, creating 

engaging characters and a strong sense of place.” – Library Journal

Fabien vehlmann is a French comics writer who has been nominated for the 

angoulême International Comics Festival award a number of times. He is best 

known to north american audiences for his collaboration with the norwegian car-

toonist Jason on Isle of 100,000 Graves. 

Kerascoët is a husband-and-wife cartooning team best known for illustrating the 

book Miss Don ‘t Touch Me written by Hubert, as well as a couple of the lewis 

trondheim Dungeon books.
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louis riel
tenth anniversary edition 
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chester brown

A limited-edition reprint oF broWn’s CelebrAted biogrAphy 

oF the CAnAdiAn rebel

louis riel tells the story of the charismatic, and perhaps mad, nineteenth-

century metis leader whose struggle to win rights for his people led to 

violent rebellion on the nation’s western frontier. Chester brown’s carefully 

researched, exquisitely illustrated, and much-lauded biography goes deep 

into the myths and the facts about this man, whose place in Canadian 

history is troubled: riel has been alternately vilified as a murderer and 

mourned as a martyr. his involvement in the red river rebellion and the 

subsequent north-West rebellion are brilliantly and dispassionately laid 

out in a finely etched style, as are the Canadian government’s responses to 

the metis people’s demands. brown’s even-handed approach makes these 

disastrous events all the more moving.

When the collected book appeared in 2003, brown won widespread 

critical and industry acclaim for Louis Riel, including two harvey Awards 

and inclusion on countless best-of lists. beyond that, it single-handedly 

revitalized the biography genre of comics, paving the way for a new 

generation of artists. to celebrate the tenth anniversary of Louis Riel‘s 

publication, drawn and Quarterly is reissuing the book as a deluxe 

paperback, with a new introduction contextualizing the work’s importance 

and the original pamphlet covers collected and reproduced in full color.

“[Louis Riel] has the thoroughness of a history book yet reads with the 

personalized vision of a novel.” – Time

“A gripping story . . . louis riel is comix history in the making, and with it, 

history never looked so good.” – the Globe and Mail

“brown has invented a biographical form unique to his medium.” – The 

Village Voice 

Chester brown is the cartoonist behind the acclaimed Yummy Fur comic book 

series, and the author of several graphic novels and memoirs, including Paying for 

It, Louis Riel, and Ed the Happy Clown. His work has been published around the 

world. He lives in toronto, Canada, where he ran for Parliament in the general elec-

tion as a member of the libertarian Party of Canada.

- national Publicity

lead
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astrid lindgren and ingrid vang nyman,  
translated by tiina nunnally

the World’s most beloved strong-girl Fights Fires, sAves 

bAbies, And CAuses misChieF At A teA pArty

pippi longstocking returns to fix everything in the second volume of 

comics written by the series creator, Astrid lindgren, and illustrated by 

the original pippi artist, ingrid vang nyman. it is pippi’s birthday, which 

means there is a lot of fun to be had! Join pippi, Annika, and tommy in 

their adventures on board a ship, hosting farewell parties, and visiting with 

pippi’s father, the island king.

bright colors, zany illustrations, and, of course, an irrepressibly joyful, 

strong-willed heroine: lindgren and vang nyman’s brilliant work 

guarantees that  Pippi Fixes everything will become an instant classic for 

young and old alike.

“the best part-hands down-is ingrid vang nyman’s art. relying on bold 

blocks of color and bright, simple designs, the panels are midcentury 

children’s art at its finest.” – The Paris Review

“delightful simplicity, bold colors and design, and quirky narratives with 

quietly profound themes.” – School Library Journal

Astrid lindgren (1902-2002) was the creator of one of Sweden’s most iconic 

fictional characters, Pippi longstocking. the Pippi books have been translated into 

more than sixty languages. Ingrid Vang nyman (1916-1959) was a noted children’s 

book illustrator, as well as the original illustrator of the Pippi chapter books.

Pippi Fixes everything
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reggie-12
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brian ralph

hAng out With A young robot hero in his Fortress oF  

not-so-solitAry solitude

What if osamu tezuka’s beloved hero Astro boy was a young robot with 

endless enthusiasm who lived with a bumbling sad-sack robot friend, 

a self-centered wise-cracking cat, and a well-meaning but forgetful 

inventor? Why, then he’d be reggie-12! Reggie-12 is classic Japanese 

adventure manga cartooning reworked in brian ralph’s trademark 

style and told with the episodic wit and structure of the contemporary 

American sitcom. laughs explode from the page (and the reader’s belly) 

as mishap follows caper follows disaster.

     

ralph (Daybreak, Cave~in) first presented this hilarious pop-culture 

send-up of the infallible boy hero in the back pages of the seminal 

Asian culture magazine Giant Robot, and it instantly became one of the 

magazine’s most popular and enduring features. Come along for a wild 

ride with reggie-12, Casper, and professor tinkerton as they eat pizza, 

play video games, and get dissed by bad guys.

prAise For dAybreAK

“ralph’s fine storytelling is matched by his textured, deceptively cartoony 

artwork.” – Boing Boing

“[Daybreak is] a storytelling tour de force…one of the best books of the 

year.” – entertainment Weekly

brian ralph was a founding member of the influential and now-disbanded art col-

lective Fort thunder, acclaimed for their artistic melding of influences from comic 

books, video games, television, and fine art. with his award-winning debut work, 

Cave~In, ralph emerged as a premier cartoonist with a visual language all his own. 

He lives in Savannah, Georgia, where he is a professor at the Savannah College of 

art and design.
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tove jansson

moomin’s tAil gets its FiFteen minutes oF FAme

Another classic moomin story reworked in full color, with a kid-proof but 

kid-friendly size, price, and format.

one day moomin notices that his tail seems to be thinning. Worried that 

snorkmaiden will no longer love him if his tail goes bald, he consults the 

family doctor and several tail specialists, and even gets an x-ray. nothing 

helps! Finally moominmamma cooks up a magic potion, and it works like 

a charm, but now moomin’s lustrous new tail is, well, solid gold! moomin 

becomes the toast of society, and the target of numerous journalists and 

money-making schemes. Moomin and the Golden Tail takes a long hard 

look at the consequences of fame.

tove Jansson’s flawless cartooning is brought to life in a whole new way 

within these pages. A delight for the whole family!

tove Jansson (1914-2001) is revered around the world as one of the foremost 

children’s authors of the twentieth century for her illustrated chapter books about 

the magical world of her creation, the Moomins. The Moomins saw life in many 

forms but debuted to the biggest audience ever on the pages of the world’s largest 

newspaper, the London Evening News, in 1954. Jansson was also a visual artist and 

the author of numerous books.

Moomin and the Golden tail
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tove jansson

the moomins piCniC With their AnCestors, A pAir oF pirAtes, 

And, best oF All, mymble

Another classic moomin story reworked in full color, with a kid-proof but 

kid-friendly size, price, and format.

After a disastrous helicopter ride through a thunderstorm, the entire 

moomin family is stranded on a desert island-the very island their 

ancestors came from! they make the best of it, hunting for their supper, 

exploring mysterious tunnels, and salvaging items from a wrecked pirate 

ship (including the mymble!), but their ancestors don’t let them live in 

peace and quiet for too long. soon the whole island will have to deal with 

the explosive consequences of their ancestors’ misbehavior.

tove Jansson’s flawless cartooning is brought to life in a whole new way 

within these pages. A delight for the whole family!

tove Jansson (1914-2001) is revered around the world as one of the foremost 

children’s authors of the twentieth century for her illustrated chapter books about 

the magical world of her creation, the Moomins. The Moomins saw life in many 

forms but debuted to the biggest audience ever on the pages of the world’s largest 

newspaper, the London Evening News, in 1954. Jansson was also a visual artist and 

the author of numerous books.

Moomin’s desert Island
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Co-Mix
a retrospective of comics, graphics, and scraps
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art spiegelman

the CAreer oF A literAry And Art ComiC pioneer

Co-Mix is a comprehensive career overview of the output of the legendary 

pulitzer prize-winning cartoonist Art spiegelman. gorgeous full-page 

reproductions of his artwork, including covers for r. Crumb’s Short 

Order Comix and panels from Maus, overwhelm the senses. essays by 

the acclaimed film critic J. hoberman and the momA curator and dean of 

the yale university school of Art robert storr bookend Co-Mix, offering 

eloquent meditations on an artist whose work has been genre-defining in 

every sense of the word.

    

Co-Mix began as a museum retrospective detailing spiegelman’s lifelong 

involvement with comics, and was published in France in a bilingual 

edition during his presidency at the prestigious Angoulême international 

Comics Festival. this expanded north American edition has an additional 

thirty-two pages of content, including a full-size insert of the long-out-

of-print Raw comic “two Fisted painters” and spiegelman’s New Yorker 

comics about the authors maurice sendak, Charles schulz, and harvey 

Kurtzman.

spiegelman has been a leader of, and an inspiration for, alternative comics 

artists throughout the past three decades, long before Raw magazine 

and Maus, and in  Co-Mix readers will be able to trace the evolution of this 

multifaceted artist throughout his storied career.

“ Co-Mix shows mr. spiegelman’s twin senses of pathos and humor 

throughout his vast career, from his indelible post-sept. 11 cover for 

The New Yorker to a comic strip for Playboy in which a man and a woman 

are depicted having a dialogue with speech bubbles below the waist.” 

– The New York Times

Born in Stockholm in 1948, Art spiegelman was the first comics artist to win 

the Pulitzer Prize, which he received for his groundbreaking bestseller Maus. He 

coedited Raw, and his comics have appeared in The New Yorker,  The New York 

Times, Playboy, and Harper’s. He has been named one of the 100 Most Influential 

People by Time, elected to the art director Club’s Hall of Fame, made a Cheva-

lier de l’Ordre des Arts et des Lettres in 2005 (promoted to Officier in 2012), and 

played himself on The Simpsons.  In 2011, Spiegelman was elected president of the 

angoulême International Comics Festival and was awarded the Grand Prix of the 

Festival. He lives in new york City.
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